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ON THE VON NEUMANN REGULARITY OF RINGS WITH
REGULAR PRIME FACTOR RINGS

JOE W. FISHER AND ROBERT L. SNIDER

Kaplansky made the following conjecture: A ring R is
von Neumann regular if and only if R is semiprime and
each prime factor ring of R is von Neumann regular.
That the conjecture failed in general was shown by a
counterexample of Snider. It is established that a necessary
and sufficient condition for Kaplansky' conjecture to hold is
that the union of every chain of semiprime ideals of R be
semiprime. From this theorem flow many corollaries in-
cluding proofs of Kaplansky's conjecture in the known
special cases of commutative rings and rings without nil-
potent elements. Moreover, it is used repeatedly in pre-
viously unaccessable situations. In one such situation semi-
prime Azumaya algebras with prime ideals maximal are
characterized as von Neumann regular algebras. In another
a theorem of Armendariz and Fisher is proved which charac-
terizes von Neumann regular polynomial identity rings
(P. I.-rings) as fully idempotent rings.

With an eye to the commutative theory, one might be tempted
to venture that Kaplansky's conjecture does hold for P. I.-rings.
This is not the case. However, we prove in § 2 that Kaplansky's
conjecture does hold for stable P. L-rings. Furthermore, if R is a
semiprime P. I.-ring with regular prime factor rings, we are able to
prove that R contains a large (essential) regular ideal.

Also in § 2 we prove that if each prime factor ring of a ring
R is left 7r-regular, then R is left ττ-regular. By using this we are
able to characterize P. I.-rings with prime ideals maximal as π-
regular rings. We conclude by proving that a von Neumann regular
P. I.-ring contains a large (essential) biregular ideal.

Throughout this paper, R will denote an associative ring which
does not necessarily have a unity. A ring R is called von Neumann
regular or just regular if for each a in R there exists an x in R
such that a = axa. R is said to be π-regular if for every a in R
there exists a positive integer n (depending on a) and an element x
in R such that an — anxan. R is called n-regular if for each a in
R there exists an x in R such that an = anxan. Thus 1-regularity
is von Neumann regularity. For basic properties of these classes of
rings see [14]. We say that R is a P. l.-ring if R satisfies a poly-
nomial identity with coefficients in the centroid and at least one
coefficient is invertible.
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1* Kaplansky's conjecture* Kaplansky made the following
conjecture in [18]: A ring R is von Neumann regular if and only if
R is semiprime and each prime factor ring of R is von Neumann
regular. It is well-known that the conjecture holds for commuta-
tive rings [8, p. 173]. Snider [27] has shown that the conjecture
fails to hold in general. Later, C. Lanski pointed out to us that
the following example of Kaplansky [17] is also a counterexample.

EXAMPLE 1. Let R consist of all sequences of 2 by 2 matrices
over a field which are eventually strictly upper triangular. Then
R is semiprime and if P is a prime ideal of R, then Posner's
theorem [22] guarantees that R/P has a simple Artinian classical
quotient ring. By direct calculation it can be shown that nonzero
divisors in R/P are invertible in R/P. Thus R/P coincides with its
quotient ring and so R/P is regular. Finally, R is not regular
since the constant sequence a = f Q Q j is not a regular element.

Consider the condition: (*) the union of every chain of semiprime
ideals in R is semiprime. We now show that condition (*) is pre-
cisely what is needed in order to make Kaplansky's conjecture valid
and thereby produce necessary and sufficient conditions for a ring
to be von Neumann regular.

THEOREM 1.1. A ring R is von Neumann regular if and only
if R is semiprime, R satisfies (*), and each prime factor ring of
R is von Neumann regular.

Proof. The proof in one direction is immediate. In the other
direction, we need to show that for each a in R there exists an r
in R such that a — ara. Assume, to the contrary, that there exists
an a in R such that a = axa has no solution in R. By using (*)
and Zorn's lemma, we choose a semiprime ideal A which is maximal
with respect to the property that a = axa has no solution in R/A,
i.e., a — αxα is not in A for every xe A. Clearly A is not prime.
Hence by passing to R/A, we may assume that A is zero and R is
semiprime but not prime. Therefore, there exist nonzero semiprime
ideals I and J in R such that IΠ J = 0. By the choice of A>
there exist x and y in R with a — axa in / and a — aya in J.
Thus a — a(x + y — xay)a = (α — αxα) — aya + (axa)ya and so a —
a(x + y — xay)a = 0 (mod / ) . Similarly a — a(x + y — xay)a = 0
(mod J). Therefore, a — a(x + y — xay)a = 0, This contradicts the
choice of A. Consequently R is von Neumann regular and the proof
is complete.
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REMARK 1. It is apparent that this technique of proof also
yields: If R is semiprime, R satisfies (*), and each prime factor
ring of R is ^-regular, then R is w-regular.

One class of rings which satisfies condition (*) is the class of
rings which Kaplansky [19] calls neocommutative, i.e., rings in which
the product of two finitely generated ideals (finitely generated as
two-sided ideals) is again finitely generated. In particular two-sided
Noetherian rings, i.e., rings with the ascending chain condition ori
two-sided ideals are neocommutative. The prime radical of R,
denoted B(R), is the intersection of all prime ideals of R.

COROLLARY 1.2. If R is two-sided Noetherian and each prime
factor ring of R is von Neumann regular, then R/B(R) is von
Neumann regular and B{R) is nilpotent.

Proof. Theorem 1.1 applied to R/B(R) yields that it is regular.
That B{R) is nilpotent in this case is well-known.

Another class of rings which satisfies (*) is the class in which
each ideal is semiprime {f-regular rings [7]), or equivalently, each
ideal is idempotent {fully idempotent rings [10]). Included in this
class is the class of biregular rings [14].

COROLLARY 1.3. A ring R is von Neumann regular if and
only if each factor ring of R is semiprime and each prime factor
ring of R is von Neumann regular.

Proof. Evident.

If a ring R has the property that each prime factor ring is a
(not necessarily commutative) domain, then R satisfies condition (*),
since an ideal I of R is semiprime if and only if r2 in I implies r
in / . Rings which have the property that prime factor rings are
domains include commutative rings as well as rings in which prime
factor rings are division rings. Hence we immediately have the
following corollary which was discovered independently by various
authors including Herstein, Snider [27], Steinberg [28], and Wong
[30]. A prime ideal P of R is completely prime if R/P is a domain.

COROLLARY 1.4. Let R be a ring without nilpotent elements.
Then R is von Neumann regular if and only if each completely
prime factor ring of R is von Neumann regular.

Proof. One direction is clear. In the other direction each
minimal prime ideal of R is completely prime by Andrunakievic and
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Rjabuhin [2]. Therefore, for each proper ideal P of R, R/P is a
division ring. Wherefore R is regular by Theorem 1.1.

A ring R is called restricted von Neumann regular if for each
nonzero ideal / of R, the factor ring R/I is von Neumann regular.
See S. K. Jain and Saroj Jain [15].

COROLLARY 1.5. A restricted von Neumann regular ring which
is semiprime but not prime is von Neumann regular.

Proof. Evident.

2* P* L-rings with regular prime factor rings* A ring R is
left π-regular if for each a in R there exists an x in R and a
positive integer n such that a% — xan+1. Note that left ^-regularity
of R is equivalent to each descending chain of left ideals of the
form Ra Z) Ra2 ZD Raz ~D terminating. Right π-regularity is defined
analogously.

THEOREM 2.1. The following are equivalent for a ring R:
(a ) R is left (right) π-regular.
(b) Each prime factor ring of R is left (right) π-regular.

Proof. That (a) implies (b) is clear. Suppose that (b) holds.
We need to show that for each aeR there exists a positive integer
n such that Ran = Ran+ι. Assume to the contrary that there exists
an aeR such that the descending chain {Rai:i = l,2, •••} of left
ideals does not terminate. By using Zorn's lemma we choose an
ideal I oΐ R which is maximal with respect to the property that
the descending chain {Ra* + I: i = 1, 2, } does not terminate.
Clearly I is not prime. By passing to R/I, we may assume that
1=0 and R is not a prime ring. Hence there exist nonzero ideals
J and K in R such that JK — 0. By the choice of /, there exists
a postivie integer m such that αm = xam+1 = xram+r (mod J) and
am Ξ= yam+1 = yram+r (mod K) for any r. Take r = m + l f and from
(am - xram+r)(am - yram+r) = 0, we deduce t h a t a2m = za2m+1 for some

ze R. This contradicts the choice of J. Therefore, R is left 7Γ-
regular and the proof is complete.

Example 1 shows that no analogue of this theorem exists if
left (right) ^-regularity is replaced by regularity, biregularity or
/-regularity. Also, the following example of J. D. McKnight, Jr.
shows that no analogue exists if left (right) τr-regularity is replaced
by 7r-regularity.

EXAMPLE 2. Let V be a countably infinite dimensional vector
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space over a field F and let {vl9 v2, •} be a basis for V. Let S be
ΓS SΊthe ring of all linear transformations on V. Set R = n Λ . If P

ΓO £1 Lu U J
is a prime ideal of ϋ?, then P 3 L Q = /. Therefore, R/P is von
Neumann regular since R/I is regular. In order to see that R
is not ττ-regular, define a e S by αv* = vi+1 for each i and b e S by
6^ = 0, δ ^ = Vi__γ for i > 1. It can easily be shown that Q Λ is
not a 7Γ-regular element.

A ring R is said to be of bounded index if the indices of the
nilpotent elements in R are bounded.

COROLLARY 2.2. If R is of bounded index, then the following
are equivalent:

(a ) R is π-regular.
(b) Each prime factor ring of R is left (right) π-regular.

Proof. Azumaya [6, Theorem 5] proves that the concepts of
7Γ-regularity and left (right) τr-regularity coincide for rings of bounded
index.

Another corollary is the following theorem. For a proof of the
commutative analogue, see Storrer [29, Lemma 5.6].

THEOREM 2.3. Let R be a P. I.-ring. Then the following are
equivalent:

(a ) R is π-regular.
(b) Each prime ideal of R is primitive.
( c) Each prime ideal of R is maximal.
(d) R is left (right) π-regular.
( e) R/B(R) is π-regular.
( f) Each prime factor ring of R is von Neumann regular.

Proof. If (a) holds and P is a prime ideal of R} then Posner's
theorem [22] yields that R/P has a primitive Artinian classical two-
sided quotient ring which is forced to coincide with R/P by the π-
regularity of R/P. Hence (a) implies (b). That (b) implies (c) follows
from Kaplansky's theorem [16]. Assume that (c) holds. By the
strengthened version of Posner's theorem [25] prime factor rings of
R are left (right) 7r-regular. Whence R is left (right) ττ-regular by
Theorem 2.1 and (c) implies (d). Suppose that (d) holds. Then R
left (right) 7Γ-regular implies that R/B(R) is left (right) ττ-regular.
Since R/B(R) is a semiprime P. I.-ring, it is of bounded index by
Levitzki [20, Theorem 1]. Hence R/B(R) is π-regular again in
Azumaya [6, Theorem 5] and so (d) implies (e). The proof that (e)
implies (f) is the same as the proof of (a) implies (b). Finally,
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assume that (f) holds. Evidently (f) implies (c). Then, since we
have established (c) implies (d), R is both left and right ττ-regular.
Accordingly, for each a in R there exists a positive integer n such
that simulaneously Ran = Ra2n and anR = a2nR, i.e., there exists an
x and y in R such that an = xa2n and an = a2ny, in fine, a2n = a2nyxa2n

and R is π-regular.

REMARK 2. In [17, p. 74] Kaplansky asks what can be deduced
about a ring that is left π-regular and does left 7r-regularity enable
one to construct idempotents? That (d) implies (a) in Theorem 2.3
establishes that the answer is affirmative for P. I.-rings by showing
that left 7Γ-regular P. I.-rings are 7Γ-regular. Consequently each non-
nil left ideal contains a nonzero idempotent which can easily be
constructed.

COROLLARY 2.4. If R is a semίprime ring which satisfies a
polynomial identity of degree 2n and if each prime factor ring of
R is von Neumann regular, then R is n-regular.

Proof. As before each prime factor ring of R is simple Artinian.
By Kaplansky's theorem [16] the dimension of each prime factor
ring over its center is not greater than n2. It follows that R is of
bounded index n. An application of Theorem 2.3 yields that R is
Γ-regular. Consequently R is ^-regular by Azumaya [6, Theorem 4].

REMARK 3. Since commutative rings satisfy a polynomial identity
of degree 2, we obtain in this special case the commutative theorem
which inspired Kaplansky's conjecture.

Example 1 shows that Kaplansky's conjecture is not valid for
P. I.-rings. However, in that example, the ideal which consists of
all sequences that are eventually zero is a von Neumann regular
ideal which is essential, i.e., it has nonzero intersection with each
nonzero ideal. We proceed to prove that this is entirely typical.
We say that a P. I.-ring is stable of degree n if it satisfies a poly-
nomial identity of degree n and no nonzero factor ring of R satisfies
a polynomial identity of degree less than n. See Small [26].

THEOREM 2.5. Let R be a semiprime stable P. I.-ring. Then
the following are equivalent.

(a ) R is von Neumann regular.
(b) Each prime ideal of R is maximal.
( c) Each prime factor ring of R is von Neumann regular.

Proof. All that remains to be proven is that (c) implies (a).
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Consider the center Z(R) of R. Since R is semiprimitive, Z(R) Φ 0
by one of the implications of Formanek's work [12] on central
polynomials. It follows from Theorem 2.3 that R is π-regular and
hence Z{R) is π-regular by McCoy [21]. Hence Z(R) is regular by
Corollary 1.4.

If 2n is the degree of a polynomial of minimal degree which is
satisfied by R, then R satisfies all the identities of n x n matrices
since R is a subdirect product of simple Artinian rings — each of
which has dimension equal to or less than n2 over its center. More-
over, no homomorphic image of R satisfies the identities of (n — 1) x
(n — 1) matrices. Whence R is an Azumaya algebra by Proccesi's
version of Artin's theorem [24]. Hence, the one-to-one corre-
spondence given in [11, Corollary 3.7, p. 54] between the ideals of
R and the ideals of Z{R) can be used to show that each ideal of R
is semiprime. Therefore R is regular by Corollary 1.3.

THEOREM 2.6. If R is a semiprime P. I.-ring and each prime
factor ring of R is von Neumann regular, then R contains a von
Neumann regular ideal which is essential.

Proof. By Brown-McCoy [9] R contains a unique largest regular
ideal which contains all regular ideals. Consequently, it will suffice
to show that each nonzero ideal A of R contains a nonzero regular
ideal.

First we show that A inherits the hypotheses of R. Indeed, A
is semiprime P. I.-ring. Let Q be a proper prime ideal of A. If
we set P — {x e R: Ax £ Q}, then it can be shown that P is an ideal
in R. Moreover, P is prime, because x, y £ P implies Ax g Q,
Ay g θ implies Axay g Q or xAy g P. Furthermore, Q = A f] P
and A/Q ~ (A + P)/P = R/P since all prime ideals of R are maximal.

If n is the degree of a polynomial of minimal degree which is
satisfied by A, then set B — Π {Q' Q is a prime ideal of A and A/Q
satisfies an identity of degree less than n}. Note B Φ 0; otherwise
A satisfies a standard identity of degree less than n. More im-
portantly, each prime factor ring of B satisfies no identities of
degree less than n.

Now B inherits the hypotheses of R. As before B has non-
trivial center Z(B) which is regular. Hence, there is a central
idempotent e in Z{B). If C is the ideal of R generated by e, then
C is a semiprime P. I.-ring with unity in which each prime factor
ring is regular. Moreover, C is stable of degree n; otherwise, there
is a nonzero prime factor ring of C which satisfies an identity of
degree less than n. However, each prime factor ring of C is iso-
morphic to a prime factor ring of B as above. This contradicts the
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fact that each prime factor ring of B satisfies no identities of degree
less than n. It now follows from Theorem 2.5 that C is regular
and the proof is complete.

COROLLARY 2.7. If R is a P. I.-ring in which every prime
factor ring is von Neumann regular, then there exists a chain of
ideals {Ia} with Ia+JIa von Neumann regular or a nil ring and for
each limit ordinal β, Iβ = \Ja<β Ia>

Proof. Let 70 = B(R)9 IJI0 = maximal regular ideal of R/I09 I 2 =
BiRjI,), etc.

Armendariz-Fisher [5, Theorem 1] characterize von Neumann
regular P. I.-rings as those in which two-sided ideals are idempotent.
We obtain this as a corollary.

COROLLARY 2.8. Let R be a P. I.-ring. Then R is von Neumann
regular if and only if P = I for each two-sided ideal I of R.

Proof. One implication is clear. For the other implication it is
sufficient to show that each prime factor ring of R is regular since
then the maximal regular ideal of R must coincide with ίϋ by
Theorem 2.6. If S is a prime factor ring of R, then S is fully
idempotent and by Posner's theorem [22], S has a simple Artinian
classical two-sided quotient ring Q. The proof of Theorem 5(i) of
Armendariz-Fisher [4] shows that each regular element in S is
invertible in S. Thus S = Q and so S is regular.

REMARK 4. This result is also a corollary of Theorem 1.1
since our proof shows that prime factor rings of R are regular.

In Armendariz-Fisher [5] it is shown that a biregular P. I.-ring
is von Neumann regular. The following example shows that the
converse is false.

XLiXAMFL

a1 e F and

EXAMPLE 3. Let ί7 be a field which is embedded in F2 via

Let R consist of all sequences {α*: at e F2} for which (1)

(2) there exists an n depending on {at} such that at =
ai+n for all i. Clearly R is a regular P. I.-ring, yet R is not

biregular since the ideal generated by the constant sequence L Λ is

not generated by a central idempotent.
Nevertheless we do obtain the following.

THEOREM 2.9. // R is a semiprime P. I.-ring in which each
prime factor ring von Neumann regular, then R contains a
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biregular ideal which is essential.

Proof. We will show that each nonzero ideal A of R contains
a nonzero biregular ideal. This will guarantee that the largest
biregular ideal of R is essential. Theorem 2.3 yields that R is a
semisimple π-regular ring. Hence R is a semisimple I-ring and each
primitive factor ring of R is of bounded index. By [14, Theorem
3, p. 239] A contains an ideal of the form Bn where B is a ring
with unity and B has no nilpotent elements. As in the proof of
Theorem 2.6, Bn is a semiprime P. I.-ring with regular prime
factor rings. Since there is a one-to-one correspondence between the
ideals of Bn and B, each prime ideal of B is maximal. Hence B is
regular by Corollary 1.4. Consequently, B is biregular and by
Andrunakievic [1] Bn is biregular. This completes the proof.

REMARK 5. Theorem 2.6 can also be proven by using [14,
Theorem 3, p. 239] and the techniques of this proof.

The authors wish to thank the referee for his helpful suggestions.
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